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In his article “The McDonaldization of Academic Libraries?” Brian Quinn explores to what extent and to what effect academic libraries have become “McDonaldized,” according to the concept developed by sociologist George Ritzer. Quinn identifies a number of ways in which the four dimensions of McDonaldization—efficiency, calculability, predictability, and control (typically realized through the substitution of technology for human labor)—are evident in academic libraries. Tiered reference service, self-check machines, and self-guided tours all represent ways in which libraries have sought to become more efficient. “Just-in-time” approaches to collection development—including a greater reliance on interlibrary loan and document delivery services, part of a larger trend toward access over ownership—and standardized approaches to information literacy instruction also provide greater efficiencies. Calculability is represented in the focus on quantity, such as inputs (like financial resources, number of staff, gate counts, number of volumes) and outputs (for instance, circulation stats, online transactions), as a surrogate for quality. McDonaldization is also apparent in the growing predictability of academic libraries’ collections resulting from the use of approval plans and journal aggregator databases. Likewise, Quinn suggests, most libraries offer the same suite of core services. Finally, in addition to their hierarchical structure and reliance on rules and regulations—typical of bureaucratic systems, and in itself a form of social control—the increasing use of technology in libraries serves as a mechanism of rationalization and control.

Although Quinn concedes that “there are obvious advantages in maintaining a well-organized and efficient work environment,” ultimately, he sees the “bureaucratic, McDonaldized environment” characteristic of academic libraries as a form of irrationality:

It is difficult to accomplish much that is innovative. Boldness, experimentation, and organizational responsiveness all suffer as a result. McDonaldized libraries are slow to respond, simplistic, and short-sighted because they are unable to engage the heads and hearts of their employees and are out of touch with the real needs of their users.
Noting that many rationalized private sector companies have come to realize that their survival depends on “imaginative responses to rapid change,” Quinn counsels libraries to implement corporate creativity practices—such as humor rooms, joy clubs, and skunk works—to counter the “dehumanizing and stultifying” environment of the McDonaldized library and provide a better experience for staff and users alike. Iconoclastic corporate cultures that promote irreverence, creativity, idiosyncrasy, and individualism are suggested as models to follow.

In many ways, Quinn’s article is highly representative of its time. The literature of the period is replete with calls for academic libraries to respond to “unprecedented,” “radical,” and “revolutionary” change by introducing corporate business models and practices. Faced with aggressive competition from bookstores, search engines, and vendors, libraries are urged to adopt client-focused approaches whereby customer preferences serve as the primary indicators of resource and service quality. Organizational structures need to be flattened, and administrators are obliged to take on the roles of leader, coach, and facilitator. Libraries must pursue “strategic thinking and action, fiscal agility, and creative approaches to the development of collections and services and to the expansion of markets” to compete in the “information marketplace” or face extinction.

Several library and information science (LIS) researchers demonstrate, however, that, contrary to their self-proclaimed “radical” outlook, calls for libraries to change according to corporate values and models are neither unprecedented nor revolutionary. In a 1998 article, Mark Day argues that the discourse of transformational change in LIS literature—characterized by pleas for visionary leadership and organizational reengineering as mechanisms to assert “control over culture,” and futuristic scenarios and vision statements—represents a highly predictable response to post-industrialization by modern institutions such as libraries.

The theory and practice of management in libraries has always borrowed heavily from the dominant managerial culture…. As with everything else today, that process has speeded up, and academic library administrators are adopting the latest organizational fashions almost as quickly as their corporate counterparts. Along with other managers and organizational theorists, they also seem to have accepted as valid the core argument of the normative control paradigm… that building a strong non-bureaucratic organizational culture will enhance competitiveness, performance, and productivity as well as improve the quality of working life.

In their 1996 book, James Gee, Glynda Hull, and Colin Lankshear explore post-Fordist “fast capitalism” and its impact on “the new work order.” Fast capitalism is fuelled by globalization, hypercompetition, high tech, and “the demands and desires of increasingly sophisticated consumers.” It reflects a paradigmatic shift from mass production to mass customization, represented by flexibility, process innovation, short product development and life cycles, and the creation and manipulation of niche markets. (It is important to note that, although Ritzer presents McDonald’s as an exemplar of Fordism, the chain moved away from standardized mass production toward mass customization as early as the late 1970s in the United States.) Fundamentally, fast capitalism is about privatization and market competition in the public and private realms.

The new capitalism… advocates that, by and large, everything—business, social processes, private lives—ought to be unregulated except by the forces of competition (‘markets’) defined around quality as determined by ‘customers’… Customization is, in the realm of design and production, a form of privatization.
Privatization throws all of us—and is meant to—on our own resources... demanding that we take responsibility for our own lives, which themselves are seen now as... businesses (‘competing in various markets’).

A key objective of the new capitalism is creating new kinds of workers—highly flexible, empowered “portfolios” of skills and experiences ready to “throw themselves heart and soul into the work of the company in risky times.” To accomplish this, fast capitalist companies (like the ones Quinn names) create an “indoctrinating” culture through the use of core values, vision statements, and futurist leaders. (The American Library Association’s work in defining and promoting “core values” and developing leaders through programs such as Emerging Leaders, a self-propagating initiative that ultimately serves the needs of the ALA itself by “put[ting] participants on the fast track to ALA committee volunteerism,” exemplifies the influence of the new capitalism within the profession of librarianship.) Sociotechnical practices—“the design of technology and social relations within the workplace to facilitate productivity and commitment”—are used as a form of control. Workplaces have always been sites of enculturation; but, under the new capitalism, worker empowerment, participation in corporate culture, and the inculcation of corporate values have become a business strategy, a new soft-touch hegemony. So, whereas it may initially appear that “new alternative models of organization rely less on rationalization” and more on “fostering creativity and intuition among employees to solve problems,” as Quinn suggests, in reality, they continue to use rationalization as a form of control. They are still McDonaldized, to some degree at least.

In my view, the McDonaldization of academic libraries reflects the growing influence of corporate aims and values (in other words, competition, profitability, risk, value for money, entrepreneurship) in the public sector under the neoliberal philosophy of New Public Management (NPM). Michèle Charbonneau describes NPM as an umbrella term for an array of practices and approaches that, to varying degrees, seek to increase effectiveness and efficiency, introduce flexibility into organizational structures through downsizing and decentralization, develop innovation and entrepreneurialism, and accord users a greater role in decision making. In the neoliberal “McUniversity,” economic exchange becomes the defining relationship between students, staff, and the institution. Demands for a skilled workforce to support the global knowledge economy have resulted in the massification of higher education (“X billion degrees sold worldwide”) and a curricular shift toward vocationalism. Students are perceived as clients to whom universities are marketed as brands, and degree credentials are exchanged as commodities on the labor market. Higher education increasingly relies on a flexible, cost-efficient workforce of poorly paid adjunct faculty without job security, pensions, or benefits; Florida’s newest public university, which opened in 2014 with “a no-tenure model” for its faculty (and a library without physical books), serves as a case in point. Academics have become entrepreneurs who must compete for jobs, students (who provide the bulk of core funding through tuition fees), and research grants. The number of for-profit universities is on the rise, and higher education, in partnership with the private sector, continues to pursue the “expansive markets” of distance learning and e-commerce, as evidenced by the ubiquity of learning management systems and recent joint forays into MOOCs.

Today, the commodification of academic libraries continues apace, and the trends Quinn identifies persist. Indeed, Quinn’s critique largely foreshadows the current state of academic libraries, the preoccupation with accountability and return on investment, best represented in the ACRL’s Value of Academic Libraries initiative, in particular. The ongoing narrative in our libraries continues to be “all about production and consump-
tion”; ironically, many libraries now feature chain coffee shops such as Starbucks, further blurring the lines between the fast food industry and the library. In the current climate of accountability and austerity, libraries have become veritably “obsess[ed] with quantitative assessment, student satisfaction, outcomes, and consumerist attitudes towards learning.” Many have embraced learning analytics as a means of assessing and predicting the impact of the library on student success. Libraries provide “just-in-time” opportunities for online and distance learning through the use of pathfinders, guides, and tutorials. Information literacy and other forms of instruction, such as “how to” videos, are increasingly pared down into bite-sized, easy-to-digest content chunks. A growing array of standards and guidelines identify best practice approaches, outcomes, and performance indicators, making libraries increasingly predictable.

Approaches to information literacy instruction in North American academic libraries have become normalized as a result of the widespread adoption of the ACRL’s Information Literacy Competency Standards, with their checklist approach to skill development. According to Maura Seale, this approach promotes “an uncritical consumption of information in lieu of any sort of systemic critique.” Patron-driven acquisition represents both a “just in time” and a customer-oriented approach toward collection development. Strategies to increase “organizational flexibility and agility,” such as flattened organizational structures, the outsourcing of cataloguing and library technology support, and a reliance on temporary appointments, have become commonplace.

I contend that there are several issues with the McDonaldization of academic libraries and the concomitant discourse of transformational change (and here I include notions of market competition, entrepreneurship, consumerism/commodification, accountability, and the “exchange value” of education and information). First, transformational discourse in academic libraries is based on the flawed and reductive binary model—“innovate or die”—at the heart of rational choice theory. In his critique of rational choice theory, consumerism, and commodification in academic libraries, John M. Budd asks us to consider whether every encounter with a student or faculty member represents a mere “transaction,” and if information is only a commodity. In the same vein, Barbara Fister denounces the narrow view that only radical change “counts.”

Second, not only is this rhetoric reductive, but also, and more important, it changes what libraries are about. To understand this point, it is perhaps useful to go back to Ritzer’s original concept of McDonaldization. Ritzer bases his work on Max Weber’s theory of formal rationality, according to which “the search by people for optimum means to a given end is shaped by rules, regulations, and larger social structures.” For Weber, the paradigmatic example of rationality is the bureaucracy. When Ritzer substitutes the fast food restaurant for the bureaucracy as the model of Western rationality, he does more than coin a contemporary catchphrase for Weber’s turn-of-the-century theory: he invokes a larger postmodern cultural narrative of production/consumption in post-industrial, late capitalist Western society. In the McDonaldization paradigm, the means (efficiency, calculability, predictability, and control) remain the same, but exchange value becomes the end. When applied to the public sector, and to higher education in particular, this has important consequences: it enacts a shift from a “bureaucratic–professional” model of accountability toward a “consumer–managerial” model, “replacing norms and values derived from assumptions about the ‘common good’ or ‘public interest’ with corporate managerialism and educational instrumentalism. Education no longer represents a public good; it becomes a market like any other, a process John Buschman refers to as the “dismantling of the public sphere.”

Similarly, perceiving students and faculty as “clients” or “customers” causes “a substantial shift in the economy of the library” by introducing an economic model based on the exchange value of libraries and their services. Using Henri Lefebvre’s
framework of how humans interact with space, James K. Elmborg argues that, when we market library space as a product, it ceases to be an “absolute space” endowed with cultural significance, to become instead an “abstract space,” emptied of intrinsic meaning and given over to commercial use and generic identity, “like mini-marts, Wal-marts, McDonalds, and malls.” As Buschman so aptly explains,

Aping business rhetoric and models doesn’t save libraries, it transforms them into something else. We’re a profession and an institution in crisis because we have a structural contradiction between our purposes and practices as they’ve historically evolved and our adaptation to the current environment.

Critics from a broad range of disciplines have made cogent, compelling arguments against the corporatization of higher education for many years now. Quinn himself highlights several of these in his article. Yet, as a profession, librarians have largely embraced—or at least unquestioningly accepted—change rhetoric and corporate models. Why is this? Ron Barnett, Robin Usher, and Richard Edwards use Lyotard’s concept of “performativity” to demonstrate that, under neoliberalism, the market becomes a technology for effecting control and enhancing performance in the public sector. Indeed, Ritzer selects McDonald’s as his paradigmatic, contemporary model of Western rationalization over any other because “it is the symbol of the rationalization of America and its coveted market economy.” Ngure wa Mwachofi points out that, because language is performative, McDonaldization is not an “essence” that is revealed to us; it is an ideological frame that we help to create and reproduce, one that enables certain possibilities while masking others.

The more a frame… becomes part of our culture, the more it escapes scrutiny; also, the less “visible” it becomes. In other words, paradoxically, it becomes more absent as it becomes more present. And ironically, the less visible it becomes, the more power it gains because it escapes our scrutiny.

The discourse of transformational change, grounded in an uncritical adoption of neoliberal philosophy and corporate practices, has become the dominant ideology according to which we in academic libraries conceptualize our work, frame our “challenges,” and identify their “solutions.” But ideological communication is not neutral: it defines the context, limits, and possibilities of our (discursive) practice. “It asserts the truth and good of some particular idea, policy or vision for the future, [and] attempts to equate its value with the natural end that is purported to follow.” The narrative of change has not only become the norm in our libraries, it has become normative. According to David Harvey, manufacturing crises to justify the implementation of desired reforms is a key strategy in the neoliberal toolkit. It is not surprising then that the incessant clamor for libraries to “innovate or die” continues today. In my view, when we employ transformational discourse in academic libraries, we’re not “thinking outside the box” (to borrow a phrase from the corporate lexicon); we’ve become boxed in.

In his examination of higher education in the United States, Daniel B. Saunders notes that neoliberalism has become part of our daily fabric, informing our basic ideas and fundamental assumptions. Despite this, the average citizen remains largely unaware of it (although s/he may feel its effects). This apparent paradox is, in fact, a fundamental characteristic of hegemony, which “excludes alternatives and rival forms of thought” and “obfuscates its impacts.” It is precisely because neoliberalism is part of our everyday lives that it remains largely invisible to us. This might explain why LIS has paid little attention to neoliberalism to date.
In conclusion, I want to emphasize that I am not suggesting that customer service is not important, nor am I arguing that libraries need never adapt or change. As Budd states, “attention to… customer service model[s]… is both necessary and correct” because it reminds us of “the external purpose that drives the library: the teaching, learning, and research that is at the heart of the college or university.” I agree with Seale’s suggestion that these ideas of better services, increased access, more choices, and greater freedom are powerful, and they strongly resonate with the core values of librarianship… it is undoubtedly due to this resonance that they have become a key part of the dominant discourse within librarianship.

A colleague pointed out to me that the language of “education as skills for employability” resonates in a particular way at her institution where nearly half the population is made up of first-generation students for whom college is a “step up.” Her students, like many others, want to be employable “knowledge workers” and see higher education as a means to achieve that end. Libraries play an important role in helping students to develop critical thinking and information literacy skills, she added. For me, what is at issue is the normative, instrumentalist view that the sole purpose of a college or university education is to develop skills for the job market. (I also question the dominant view that information literacy is a set of cognitive, decontextualized, and transferable skills, since research in New Literacy Studies—and more recently in LIS—suggests that literacy is an array of situated, contextualized practices but that discussion is beyond the scope of this essay. My colleague and I agree, however, that we need to find productive ways to talk about our role in preparing students for work while continuing to advocate for education and libraries as public goods. We need to frame our critiques of neoliberalism in higher education in a manner that acknowledges the socioeconomic and political realities of our campuses and lobbies for change at the same time. The point I’m making, one that others have made before me, is that we need to acknowledge the neoliberal context—the McDonaldized paradigm—within which we practice to think critically about its impact and consider what constraints and affordances it presents. In the words of Elmborg, “being critical allows us to see that the institutions we create are constructed by us, and they represent the values we choose to encode in them.”

A number of LIS scholars have proposed alternative paradigms for thinking about the purpose and value of libraries and library work. Budd calls for us to explore numerous possible ends and to consider the “informing quality” and intellectual value of information (and, I add, information work). He cautions librarians to take care with the language they adopt, and with the facility with which they use it to shape concepts. That the language of consumerism and commodification dominates beyond the sphere of libraries is not sufficient reason to accept it uncritically. The library’s language, and practice, should flow from as clear an idea of purpose as possible. And librarians should examine purpose independently from the pressures of capitalism and consumption.

Fister suggests that, as a profession, we have confounded value with values, and urges us to consider why we do things instead of measuring what we do. Shana Higgins and Lua Gregory ask: “Is it possible to re-orient the conversation in order to re-value conceptions of value?” I join my voice to this growing chorus and suggest that, rather than focusing on designing better customer/user experiences through trans-
formational change, a frame in which quality is defined as *fitness for purpose* or *value for money*, we should consider how our efforts contribute to making higher education a transformative experience, a frame in which quality is about *value added*. Personally, I find the following quote from Elmborg far more compelling, and far more inspiring, than calls to consider the library a “capacity-building enterprise,” a “platform,” or a “value proposition.”

We can choose to become more like commercial entities with products and customer bases, or we can aim to be socially meaningful institutions with a higher role and calling. We can become bookstores in an effort to beat bookstores, or we can work to build libraries and librarianship around the concept of shared social space where real people engage in real struggle for meaning and purpose in a landscape of increasingly rapid human movement and social change.

Ritzer speculates that the McDonaldization of society is inexorable. If Quinn’s “The McDonaldization of Academic Libraries?” does indeed foreshadow the continued commodification of academic libraries and the dismantling of the public sphere, Ritzer may be correct. And while I don’t claim to know one way or the other, one thing about which I am certain is that we have a choice whether to consume the message along with the food.

---
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